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Project Updates:

- Fixing the Website: we have officially decided that we will be creating a new website from scratch, which means that the schedule for getting it up has been extended. We do need as much help as possible getting this together, so anyone with website skills or constituents with website skills would be a huge asset in this initiative. Content is developed and ported over from Joomla, need to finish up the looks side of it (including finding and applying a template)
- Further Website Improvements: discussed 15-20 long-term projects for improving how the website works as a tool for the association to be in contact with constituents. Again, need as much help as possible to make these into a reality
- SGA Newsletters: having trouble due to the problems with the website, waiting for the website to come back up or an alternative function to disseminate these
- Budget Priorities: survey is in development and will be sent out next month. All Senators should know what the survey is, that it is one of the best initiatives for direct feedback from constituents and tracing feedback to accomplishments, and should be given resources from Communications on how to present it to those that they represent
- SGA Promotion: Club cards in development for Budget Priorities to help with promotion, table at the Reverse Career Fair for employers who are looking to hire / help promote SGA

Scheduled Meetings:

- Elections Watching Event in afterHOURS
- Full Body Senate – 11/5
- Meeting with CBA Students regarding Elections Promotions initiative
- Cabinet – 11/7
- 1:1 with Petrin to discuss Budget Priorities survey
- Senate – 11/19
- Cabinet – 11/19
- 1:1 with potential paid SGA web developers
- Senate – 11/26
- Cabinet – 11/28
- Reverse Career Fair
- 1:1 with Eric Tyler to discuss website development goals and make improvements